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Study case: Marvel racket
• Balanced glass fabric: . 
• Twill 3K carbon fibre . 
• Hybrid braiding carbon/glass . 
• EVA foam (Ethylene-vinyl acetate). 










































































































(2) Drop test machine Instron CEAST 9350. Load cell
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[1] Notice d’utilisation des logiciels (MIC-MAC, GENLAM, LAMRANK, MATFIX). THINK COMPOSITES.
Micromechanics
Ply properties
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1. Linear elastic analysis: properties’ validation
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1st step of test
2nd step of test
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STATIC TESTS
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) • Quasi-linear behavior.
• Hysteresis caused by the foam and (probably) by a
non linear behavior of the racket.
• Some dispersion between specimens.
• Dissimilar behavior between both faces of the
specimens.
STATIC TESTS
Results for the three specimens Compatible with a
handicraft manufacturing procedure
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Results
IMPACT TESTS
All over the tests:
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Conclusions
A PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL MODEL
HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED
IT ALLOWS CORRELATE RACKETS’ DESIGN PARAMETERS
WITH ITS FINAL BEHAVIOR
A FEM model have been developed with the aim of
predict the racket’s behavior before its manufacturing.This model can be a useful tool to
made efficient design decisions
(materials and/or geometry). The model have been validate
by mean of static experiments.
Force vs. time results for Marvel
FE model are consistent with the
experimental records obtained
for all over the tests.
Numerical force peaks and contact time
capture significantly well the observed
data which translates into a efficient
evaluation of consumed energy.
Set up a methodology for estimating
materials properties overcoming the
impossibility to obtain viable samples.
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Still workingA deep analysis of viscoelastic
behavior of foam must be done.
The number, size and distribution of these holes will be parame-
ters to take under consideration especially in the analysis of du-
rability which would be the final step of this work.
Of course, when holes are introduced in de model, the lamina-
tes will lose stiffness and, consequently, the foam behavior will
gain leadership in the structural behavior of the racket.
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